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ABSTRACT From an agricultural point of view, deep learning models can be used in a variety of way to study the agricultural
properties of soybean. Object detection can be performed using image or video data on phenotypic traits of soybean. In this project, a
study on the phenotype analysis about soybean seed was conducted by artificial intelligence (AI) based on the YOLOv5 model. In
model summary, layers and parameters were calculated as 243 and 7020913, respectively. Means of average precision (mAP)@[0.5:
0.95] was recorded as 0.835, 0.739, 0.785 for each class, and Daewonkong (DW) with yellow seed coat color was calculated as the
highest value, and landrace with black seed coat color (NG2) revealed the lowest value. As a result of prediction performance in the
confusion matrix, each class of DW, NG2, and inbreeding line with green seed coat color (NGT) showed significant correlation of true
positive (TP) in the matrix with the same output value for the input value.
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INTRODUCTION
From an agricultural point of view, deep learning models
can be used in a variety of way to study the agricultural
properties of soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.). The way of
examining agronomic traits through own man eyes is
labor-intensive and time-consuming for farm managers.
Therefore, it is desirable to use the labor and time
efficiently by adopting deep learning-based digitization
and automation. Object detection can be performed using
image or video data on phenotypic traits on soybean
(Rangarajan et al. 2018; Keya et al. 2020; Zhong et al.
2020). In addition, object detection analysis can be
available to predict plant disease in agricultural managements. In the soybean seed counting study using convolutional neural network (CNN), a temporal convolutional
neural network (TCNN) based deep learning model was

applied. In this experiment, labeling was performed on the
seeds inside the soybean pod, and the number of soybean
seeds among the pods displayed in the image was output (Li
et al. 2019). Machine vision research conducted on corn
seeds was implemented based on OpenCV 4.4.5 and
support vector machine (SVM) in Visual Studio C++
environment. Visual research was performed on various
phenotypes observed in 14 types of corn seed samples
(Kiratiratanapruk et al. 2011). A CNN-based Object
detection study for a broad-spectrum seed population was
performed using the Canadian seed data set and the
Cagliari seed data set. Artificial intelligence (AI) learning
was performed on seeds with different shapes and colors
(Loddo et al. 2021). Studies on the interpretation of CNN
for phenotype data with various crops has been actively
conducted across the world. Therefore, if soybean’s
phenotype is analyzed through the CNN logic circuit, it will
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be useful in that it can be quantified on the data table as a
visualization of the phenotype.
The phenotype data of the soybean image in the field can
be used to predict the quantity through objects counting
method using numpy 1.16.0 in Python (Li et al. 2019).
Representatively, the “You Only Look Once” (YOLO)
model (Gerovichev et al. 2021), the latest model among
YOLO (Redmon et al. 2016) models using Faster Regional
proposal-CNN (Faster-RCNN), has various uses in
phenotype analysis. In this project, a study on the
phenotype analysis about soybean seed was conducted by
AI based on the YOLOv5 model. The YOLOv5 model was
trained by providing annotations and image data for each
seed species, and an AI model that performs phenotype
classification for sample seeds was implemented. Using
the model, it showed high prediction by detecting the seeds
with the phenotype that fit for each annotation among the
seeds scattered on the paper.
This study will serve as a cornerstone for various
attempts in the phenotype analysis of agronomy in the
future. Our results can provide valuable agricultural
information to farmers through phenotype analysis, and
deep learning model can be helpful for farm managers to
cultivate crops efficiently.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Soybean seed classification model
Daewonkong (DW) with yellow seed coat color,
landrace with black seed coat color (NG2), and inbreeding
line with green seed coat color (NGT) were used as
soybean seed sample. Each seed shows similar size but
each seed has a different color. Images of the samples were
taken using a Go Pro Hero Black 8 camera in studio without
outdoor light, and each image was used as an input data set
for training the YOLOv5 model. The size of the data set for
DW, NG2, and NGT consists of 200 images for each class,
and the data set is divided into a training set, a validation
set, and a test set. Object detection was performed using the
test set for multiple objects combined with DW, NG2, and
NGT on the paper and collected by 3, 5, and 7 repeated,
respectively. The YOLOv5 model was implemented in the
in the Google Colaboratory (Colab) environment serviced
by Google. Learning was carried out with batch size: 16,
epochs: 500.

Programs for annotation processing
The programs used in the annotation process are
Labelimg 1.8.1 and RoboFlow. Labelimg is a graphical

Fig. 1. Time series curve of logged loss and means of average precision (mAP) data during training. The loss value, a
performance indicator of the model, draws a decreasing curve, and the mAP score draws an increasing curve.
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image annotation tool. It is a Python-based library and a
program that accepts Qt to run a graphical interface. It is
compatible with python 3.0 version or higher in Windows
environment, and it can be downloaded from Python
Notebook. Also, Labelimg can build from Linux, Unbuntu,
Mac. Linux, Unbuntu, and Mac require at least python 2.6
version and run on PyQT 4.8 version. After creating a Rect
box for the object on the background and giving a class, the
dataset for the annotation is automatically created in the
designated directory (Vogel et al. 2017). RoboFlow is a
platform that provides a dataset in a format suitable for
processing few dozen sample images. It provides the
function to annotate by creating a Rect box according to the
sample image by accessing the RoboFlow site without a
separate download process. Because RoboFlow provides
annotations in various formats and argumentation function,
it would help to prevent overfitting during model learning

and to save running times (Oh et al. 2009).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Running time for soybean seed classification
The soybean classification based on the YOLOv5 model
implemented in the Google Colab. In model summary,
layers and parameters were calculated as 243 and 7020913,
respectively. The time required for one learning was 2.7
s/Iteration, and the iteration per one epoch was 15 times. A
total of 343 epochs were performed to generate model
weights, and the running time was 3hours 51minutes
31seconds. Since there was no significant change in the
loss score from 243 epochs to 343 epochs, so an early
stopping process was performed and learning was
automatically terminated at 343 epochs. After AI learning

Fig. 2. Seed classification results curve composed on tensorboard. The correlation between precision, recall, confidence,
F1 score, and means of average precision (mAP) as a result of classification for three soybean seeds with different
seed coat color (Daewonkong with yellow color; DW, landrace with black color; NG2, inbreeding line with green
color; NGT) is calculated and visualized using curves and areas. F1-score indicates the harmonic mean of precision
and recall.
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started, train/box_loss, train/obj_loss, and train/cls_loss at
0 epoch were calculated as 0.1258, 0.0162, and 0.0466,
respectively. At 343 epochs after training was completed,
0.0254, 0.0072, and 0.0014 were calculated.

Soybean seed classification with each value
As the learning progressed, the loss curve was observed
to decrease, while the error rate decreased and the model
performance improved. Val/box_loss, val/obj_loss, and
val/cls_loss were calculated as 0.0888, 0.0203, and 0.0296
at 0 epoch, respectively. After training was completed,
0.0187, 0.0083, and 0.0005 were calculated at 343 epochs.
A gradual decrease in the loss curve was recorded in the
validation test. Metrics/precision and metrics/recall were
calculated as 0.0000 and 0.0000 at 0 epoch, respectively.
At 343 epochs after training was completed, 0.9990 and
1.0000 were calculated in each value. Precision and recall
increased as learning progressed, indicating that the results
have high reliability.
After learning was completed, the means of average
precision (mAP)@0.5 (mAP@0.5) value was calculated as
0.9950, and the mAP@[0.5: 0.95] value was calculated as
0.7861. Due to the operation of the early stopping process,
it seems that the recording stopped while the mAP was
drawing an upward curve. Thus, it is needed to increase the
size of the data set used for model training through
Argumentation. For all classes, precision was calculated as
1.00 at confidence 0.872, and recall was calculated as 0.00
at confidence 1.00. The F1 score was recorded as 1.00
when the confidence was 0.862, and the precision/recall
was calculated as 0.995 for all classes (Fig. 1, 2). For seed
classification, the precision of DW, NG2, and NGT was
calculated as 0.999, 0.997, and 1, respectively, and all three
species have high values. mAP@[0.5: 0.95] was recorded
as 0.835, 0.739, 0.785, and DW was calculated as the
highest value, and NG2 was the lowest value observed
(Supplementary Fig. S1).

Confusion matrix with each class
As a result of comparing the predicted and the true value
to measure the prediction performance in the confusion
matrix, each class of DW, NG2, and NGT showed
significant correlation of true positive (TP) in the matrix

with the same output value for the input value. In the case
of NGT, NGT was predicted to have a correlation with
background false positive (FP), but background FP is seen
as false-positive with NGT because the value of the
correlation coefficient is shown insignificantly. There was
no confusion between the background and the soybean
seed in the process of model performance, and DW, NG2,
and NGT each class did not have confusion between the
true value and the predicted value (Fig. 3, 4, Supplementary
Fig. S2).

Phenotypic analysis of crop units through AI
calculations
In general, phenotypic traits of plants have been
investigated by visual inspection (Bortnem et al. 2003). As
deep learning began to be introduced as a method of
phenotypic analysis, quantitative visualization became
possible for various agronomic traits. Deep learning-based
phenotypic analysis was applied to crops in various ways,
such as insect pest detection (Oh et al. 2009) and growth
prediction (Hong et al. 2020), leaf disease classification

Fig. 3. Heat map about confusion matrix with each class.
To measure the performance of prediction in the
confusion matrix, the predicted value and the true
value are compared. FP stands for False Positive.
Daewonkong (DW) with yellow seed coat color,
landrace with black seed coat color (NG2), and
inbreeding line with green seed coat color (NGT)
were used as soybean seed sample.
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Fig. 4. Feature map of seed classification with mixed seeds. After mixing three soybean seeds with different seed coat
color (Daewonkong with yellow color; DW, landrace with black color; NG2, inbreeding line with green color;
NGT) on the background, and conduct classification using the seed classification model.

caused by fungi, bacteria, and viruses (Hassan et al. 2021).
The object recognition task for fruit (Koirala et al. 2020)
and investigation of plant distribution through satellite
imaging have also been introduced (Engen et al. 2021).
However, the task of classification on the seeds of soybean
has not been introduced yet. The seeds of crops show very
different phenotypes depending on the species. In the case
of soybean seeds, there are wide variations in volume,
color, height, and width depending on the characteristics of
the species. By applying deep learning to the phenotypic
traits of soybean seeds, variations that are difficult to
identify with the human eye can be analyzed from the
perspective of AI. Phenotypic analysis about crop unit can
suggest a new approach about development and growth in
crop.
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